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Secretary’s Report 
 
Dear Member, 
 
On behalf of President Nick Fennessy and the Committee it gives me great pleasure to table 
the 2021/22 STC South Camberwell Cricket Club Annual Report. 
 
This report is the 55th to be presented to our members and includes reports from our six 
senior teams including our two Veteran’s XI, the highly successful junior program, and 
extensive player statistics.  
 
Special thanks must go to everybody that contributed to the preparation of this report, in 
particular Nick Fennessy for his assistance with statistical and historical information. 
 
I would also like to thank the committees and the broader STC community for their support 
and encouragement this season. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
James Terrill 
Secretary 
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Honour Board 
SEASON PRESIDENT SECRETAR

Y 
FIRST XI 
CAPTAIN 

CLUB 
CHAMPION 

BEST 
CLUBMAN 

BASIL FINNIGAN 
MEDALLIST 

1967/68 A Yarwood A Burt A Burt D Harrison   

1968/69 G Mazoletti K Burt A Burt D Harrison  

1969/70 G Mazoletti K Burt A Yarwood M Cain   

1970/71 G Mazoletti K Burt A Yarwood M Cain   

1971/72 A Burt K Burt A Yarwood J Martin   
1972/73 A Burt K Burt A Yarwood M Cain   

1973/74 A Burt K Burt K Burt J Martin   
1974/75 A Burt K Burt K Burt B Finnigan   

1975/76 A Yarwood M Wignell K Burt G Wignell K Burt  

1976/77 A Yarwood M Wignell K Burt M Robertson M Yarwood  
1977/78 P Sandilands P Spithill P Sandilands G Wignell B Brell  

1978/79 P Sandilands P Spithill P Sandilands G Wignell E Fitzwilliam  
1979/80 P Sandilands E Fitzwilliam P Sandilands G Wignell J Spithill  

1980/81 P Sandilands E Fitzwilliam P Sandilands G Wignell J Spithill  

1981/82 P Sandilands E Fitzwilliam G Wignell G Wignell P Pawsey  

1982/83 P Sandilands P Pawsey P Sandilands G Wignell P Stewart  

1983/84 R Fitzwilliam P Pawsey B Cain B Cain B Docherty  

1984/85 R Fitzwilliam P Pawsey K Burt C Hoare Mrs D Burt  

1985/86 K Burt Mrs M Smith K Burt C Hoare M Drew G Walker 

1986/87 K Burt P McHenry C Hoare C Hoare D Zennaro P Wignell 
1987/88 K Burt P McHenry B Docherty G Wignell P McHenry G Wignell 

1988/89 K Burt E Fitzwilliam B Docherty B Docherty P Docherty B Docherty E 
Fitzwilliam G Wignell 

1989/90 I Constable E Fitzwilliam B Docherty M Learmonth J Murray M Learmonth 
1990/91 I Constable E Fitzwilliam B Docherty M Learmonth R Molloy G Walker 

1991/92 B Docherty R Molloy B Docherty B Docherty P McHenry G Walker 
1992/93 B Docherty K Burt P Docherty P Williams R Hoich P Williams 

1993/94 B Docherty K Burt P Docherty P Williams M Molloy J Hall 
C Hoare 

1994/95 B Docherty S Ross B Docherty B Docherty Mrs K Burt C Wood 
1995/96 G Chard S Ross P Warcarba B Docherty A Purcell B Docherty 

1996/97 G Chard S Ross P Warcarba P Warcarba A Daly P Warcarba 

1997/98 S Ross S Waller P Warcarba P Warcarba A Tracey R McDowall D Burt 

1998/99 S Waller S 
Weerasinghe 

S Joyce B Docherty R 
McDowall 

J Di Stefano M Thackwray 

1999/00 R Corbett P Zennaro B Docherty B Docherty P Lynch M Pivetta 
2000/01 R Corbett P Zennaro S Joyce D Sotiriadis P Morrison L D’Astoli 
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SEASON PRESIDENT SECRETARY FIRST XI 
CAPTAIN 

CLUB 
CHAMPION 

BEST 
CLUBMAN 

BASIL FINNIGAN 
MEDALLIST 

2001/02 G Chard P Zennaro P Fisicaro B Docherty R Corbett S Hoy 
M Pivetta 

2002/03 G Chard P Zennaro P Fisicaro S O’Connell P Fisicaro S Hoy 
J Krohn 

2003/04 Dr T Bach P Zennaro P Fisicaro S O’Connell G Chard L D’Astoli 

2004/05 Dr T Bach N Fennessy S O’Connell S O’Connell A Michaelides M Mitchell 

2005/06 S Hoy Mrs K Zennaro S O’Connell S O’Connell P Zennaro D Smith 

2006/07 S Hoy Mrs K Zennaro S O’Connell S O’Connell R&K Corbett N Hodgson 

2007/08 S Hoy Mrs K Zennaro S O’Connell L D’Astoli S O’Connell L D’Astoli 

2008/09 P Zennaro Mrs K Zennaro S O’Connell Tom Bach M Francis A Ross 

2009/10 P Zennaro Mrs K Zennaro S O’Connell S O’Connell Mrs K Zennaro P Morrison 

2010/11 D Sharpe Mrs K Zennaro S O’Connell S O’Connell J Krohn S O’Connell 

2011/12 D Burt Mrs K Zennaro L D’Astoli S O’Connell Dr T Bach P Lynch 
J Murray 
S O’Connell 

2012/13 D Burt T Sharpe L D’Astoli S Fairbrother B Docherty S Fairbrother 

2013/14 M O’Connell D Sharpe S Fairbrother S Fairbrother Tom Bach P Morrison 

2014/15 M O’Connell D Sharpe Tom Bach Tom Bach M Francis A King 
2015/16 B Coyle Mrs A Craine Tom Bach S O’Connell S O’Connell G Douglas 

2016/17 B Coyle Mrs A Craine L D’Astoli L D’Astoli Mrs A Craine A D’Addazio 

2017/18 P Lynch J Terrill S Fairbrother M Thomas D Sharpe L Colman 
M Williams 

2018/19 T Bach Mrs A Craine S Fairbrother C Dooley M Mansour C Dooley 

2019/20 T Bach M Doran R Flint T Bach N Fennessy T Bach 

2020/21 T Bach M Doran R Flint R Flint P Tesoriero A King & S 
Schifferle 

2021/22 N Fennessy J Terrill A Hamilton T Bach J Donaldson T Bach 
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Office bearers 

 

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Position Representative
President Nick Fennessy
Secretary James Terrill 
Senior Vice President Pau Tesoriero
Junior Vice President Peter Martin 
Treasurer Joseph Moorhead
General Committee Tom Bach 
General Committee Alex Braham
General Committee Matthew Doran
General Committee  Rory Gibbons 
General Committee Tom Sandilands
General Committee Xavier Wigg 
ECA Delegation  
ECA Delegate Nick Fennessy 
ECA Delegate James Terrill
Senior Captains 
1 XI Angus Hamilton
2 XI Tom Sandilands & Jack Donaldson 
3 XI Nick Fennessy & Kale Wren 
4 XI Sid Jones
5 XI Marc Mansour 
6 XI Ken Boal & Dave Martin
Veterans 1XI Patrick Hall 
Veterans 2XI Alex Braham
Selection 
Chairman of Selectors Pau Tesoriero
Selector Harry Douglas
Selector Andrew Krohn
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Sponsors 2021/22 Season 
Our sponsors are vital to keeping our club alive. We value their support, as much as they value 
our continued custom and referral. Please utilize their services and let them know you are 
from STC.  

Sponsor Contact Telephone Web/ email E-mail 

JA Cain Real Estate Bryan Cain 9805 2900 www.jacain.com.au Bryan@jacain.com.au 

Bendigo Bank Kathy Koulouris 9885 2666 www.bendigobank.com.au Kathy.Koulouris@bendigoadelaide.com.au 

Highbury Plumbing Andrew Scott 9870 5916 www.highburyplumbing.com.au andrew@highburyplumbing.com.au 

Burnley Brewing Jessie 9429 3042 hello@burnleybrewing.com.au https://www.burnleybrewing.com.au/  

Merkon Construction Peter Mercoulia  9555 3999 www.merkon.com.au peterjnr@merkon.com.au 

Environmental Systems Solutions Tom Bach 9014 7114 https://essolutions.com.au/  info@essolutions.com.au  

Purcell & Purcell Barristers and 
Solicitors 

Anthony Purcell 9741 3777 www.purcellandpurcell.com.au anthony@purcellandpurcell.com.au 

Behan & Behan Accountants and 
Lawyers 

Edwin Behan 9836 5559 www.behan.com.au ebehan@behan.com.au 

Sandilands Exports Peter &Tom Sandilands 
0417 576 242 

Peter 
tom@sandilandsgroup.com.au  tom@sandilandsgroup.com.au 

Hartwell Physiotherapy Adrian Quinn 9889 3508 https://hartwellphysio.com.au/ admin@hartwellphysio.com.au  

Ashburton Meat Paul Klooster 9885 8118 www.ashburtonmeats.com.au paul@ashburtonmeats.com.au 

Silvan Australia- Sherlock 
Wheelbarrows 

Michael Tricarico 9215 2710 www.silvan.com.au mj.tricarico@silvanaust.com  
 

Premierships  
1968/69 1st XI ESCA “A” Grade Matting 
1970/71 1st XI ESCA “A” Grade Matting
1977/78 2nd XI ESCA “C” Grade Matting
1978/79 3rd XI ESCA “E” Grade Matting
1980/81 3rd XI ESCA “E” Grade Matting
1987/88 1st XI ESCA “A” Grade Matting 
1995/96 3rd XI ESCA “C” Grade Matting
1998/99 4th XI ESCA “D” Grade Non-Turf 
2001/02 1st XI ECA Burt Shield
2001/02 2nd XI ECA “A” Grade God 
2002/03 2nd XI ECA Burt Shield
2002/03 4th XI ECA “B2” Grade Blue
2002/03 Club XI ECA One Day Division 2
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2003/04 1st XI ECA Macgibbon Shield
2003/04 2nd XI ECA Burt Shield 
2008/09 1st XI ECA Macgibbon Shield
2011/12 1st XI ECA Macgibbon Shield
2012/13  1st XI ECA Macgibbon Shield 
2012/13  3rd XI ECA Wilson Shield
2013/14  1st XI ECA Macgibbon Shield 
2013/14  2nd XI ECA Burt Shield
2014/15  1st XI ECA Macgibbon Shield 
2018/19 Veterans XI ECA Fielden Shield
2018/19 2nd XI ECA Shaw Shield
2018/19 3rd XI ECA Carr Shield
2019/20 Veterans XI ECA PCFA Shield
2020/21 3rd XI ECA Merrell Shield 
2020/21 Veterans XI ECA PCFA Shield

 

Hall of Fame 
2002 Basil Finnigan
2002 Peter Sandilands 
2002 Greg Wignell
2002 Alan Yarwood 
2007 Chris Hoare 
2007 Michael Wignell
2012 Bernard Docherty

 

Life Members 
1975 Alan Burt 
1975 Alan Yarwood 
1977 Kevin Burt 
1977 Peter Sandilands 
1978 Robert Fitzwilliam 
1980 Michael Wignell 
1984 Eugene Fitzwilliam 
1990 Bernard Docherty 
1991 John Krohn 
1991 Bryan Cain 
1991 Joe Cain 
1993 Paul McHenry 
1993 Peter Pawsey 
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1995 Justin Murray 
1995 Tim Allen 
1999 Patrick Docherty 
1999 Basil Finnigan 
2005 Anthony Michaelides 
2007 Tim Bach 
2008 Garry Chard 
2010 Paul Zennaro 
2011 Richard Corbett 
2012 Kylie Zennaro 
2013 Stephen Ross 
2014 Andrew Murray 
2016 Peter Lynch 
2018 Steve O’Connell 
2021 Steve Hoy 

 

Special awards 2021/22 
Basil Finnigan Medalist- Tom Bach  

Best Clubman- Jack Donaldson 

Most Improved Player- Luke Worthy

Best First Year Player- Lachie McNeil

Stuart Hamilton Award- Jordy Katiforis
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President’s Report 
It is with great pleasure that I present this, the 55th annual report of the STC South Camberwell Cricket 
Club. 

On field, this was a successful season as five of out six senior teams and one of our Vets teams 
competed in finals.  At the beginning of the season, the challenge was before us, given the state of the 
COVID world we were living. On the strength of our previous season numbers and the desire to try and 
get more juniors experiencing senior cricket, we added a 6th senior team for the first time in 10 years.  
This success and credit for this must go to Paul Tesoriero for his vision and perseverance during 
selection and the links that we have with junior teams. The on-field success is always due to the 
committed work of the Selection Committee in the ever-difficult task of balancing the many considerations 
in the selection process.  

Even during this ever-changing environment, once again STC were able to field full teams each and 
every week. Whilst other clubs pulled out due to isolation rules, the STC community banded together to 
ensure that once again, we have never had to forfeit a game of cricket. 

This Season for the first time ever we ever we brought girls cricket to STC. Like a lot of other sports, we 
are seeing the emergence of girls playing more and more in the traditionally dominated male sports. And 
what an impact and surprise we saw with the girls.  We were originally told even if we get 3 or 4 players to 
start, that would be good. Well we managed to have over 2 girls try their hand at the game ….and they 
loved it. STC ended up with the largest group of girls of all clubs in our section. Yes, there were more 
cartwheels than runs scored but the enjoyment from the girls was incredible. The hosted the first girl’s 
carnival and we turned it on, setting the bar high for all other clubs to follow. The scene is set for the girl’s 
participation to grow and grow and give the club another  

Once again, the club’s thanks must go to the generous support of our sponsors, thanks largely to the 
efforts of Tom Sandilands and Tom Bach. Our sponsors are listed elsewhere in the Annual Report. 
Please support them as they have supported us. And I will note that it was fantastic, and a highlight for 
many, to see the bar installation kindly supplied by Burnley Brewing. 

While it is impossible to name everybody that contributed during the year, I would like to sincerely thank 
you all for your efforts, in particular the tireless effort of the Executive Committee – Paul Tesoriero, James 
Terrill, Joe Moorhead and Pete Martin. I would like to remind everyone that the culture of STC is the 
product of those that went before us, and dependent on all current members contributing off field as well 
as on. The current committee was left with an extremely good legacy from the former committee led by 
Tom Bach. I’d like to thank the whole committee for their constant and continued commitment to putting 6 
senior teams out on the field each week as well as guiding the club behind the scenes. The committee 
members are very much like ducks – it all looks calm and the top but each and every one are paddling 
like crazy below the surface.  

The club is in a very strong position to move forward next season and have even greater on field (and off-
field) success in the years to come. It’s an exciting time 

When you’re down at STC, there’s no better place to be. Go Saints! 

 

Nick Fennessy 

President 
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First XI Report- Burt Shield 
This season was always going to be an interesting one for the First XI, following on from relegation and a 
difficult season last year. However, we were hopeful that a young side full of energy and with a point to 
prove could do some great things!  
 
We were given the ultimate test in Round 1 away at BUC, the previous season’s runners up. Bowling first 
gave us the chance to settle our nerves, but barely. BUC came out to attack from pretty early on. While 
we managed to take six wickets, the 231 that BUC put on the board was definitely a daunting task. This 
was made no easier by quickly falling to 4/53, with Tom Bach getting an early contender for worst 
umpiring decision of the season. This brought newly anointed co-vice captains Dion Di Battista and Cal 
Dooley. They rose to the challenge presented to them, putting on 103 for the 5th wicket, and keeping us 
within reach for most of the innings. Dion (59) brought up the first half century for the season, while Cal 
(48) fell just short. We fell 28 runs short at 9/203, but there were plenty of positives for us to take away 
against a team that we knew we would be very much in and around the finals.  
 
The next 4 weeks, we flew into the Christmas break. 40 wickets taken and 200+ runs scored in every 
game we batted first was a serious statement. Batsmen worked hard to ensure that there were plenty of 
runs for the bowlers to play with, and resulted in wickets being shared around. Dion continued his good 
form, scoring his second consecutive half century (56*) to kick off the season, against Glen Waverly 
Cougars. This was probably a good thing, given he’d played a role in running out Turbo, who had looked 
totally untroubled on the way to his first milestone of the season (73).  
 
Turbo continued where he left off the week after, which saw him and myself begin an ongoing love affair 
with Notting Hill-Brandon Park. Tom once again looked totally at home at the crease on his way to an 
excellent 87* off 96 balls. We were playing “cerebral cricket” according to Tom, aware of our strengths 
and working the bowlers to play into those, as we put on 149* off 17 overs. I had a bit of fun too, hitting 
seven 6s on the way to 87* off 58 balls. My highlight for the game though was the arrival of Matthew 
Doran the opening batsmen (37), and both Charlie Hamilton and Jackson Reeve taking their first wickets 
in the 1s (both taking 2/24 by chance, in their second games).  
 
Doran was one of the surprise packages of the season having evolved from a number 9, swing bowler, 
into an opening batsmen and frontline spin bowler. It was the following game, against Malvern Valley, 
where he really announced himself as a spinner. 4 crucial wickets (including two stumpings) made sure 
that they never stood a chance.  
 
Jacko similarly announced himself against the Victorian Cavaliers, taking 4/33 during what was perhaps 
our best bowling and fielding performance collectively for the season. The Cavs were all out for 97 in 31 
overs, with 2 run outs, before Hugh Hamilton (29) and Matt Doran (39) got us to 58 before we lost our 
first, ensuring we headed into Christmas at 4-1. 
 
Post-Christmas we began to see a few COVID outs (namely myself), so having Mark Shallue and Steve 
O’Connell to step in and bolster the ranks left us feeling pretty confident that we could handle whatever 
came at us. Unfortunately, Glen Waverley put us back in our place first game back. After another good 
all-round bowling performance (in particular Doran 1/15 off 8 and Charlie Hamilton 3/33 off 7), their 
bowlers did the same and worse to us, bowling us out for only 70. Shallue did his best to try to provide 
some stability as wickets tumbled around him, facing 86 balls for his 21, but just didn’t have the help 
needed to go on. 
  
This result must have spurred something within Turbo. For the rest of the season, he had only three 
scores below 50 (46, 43, 22), as he embarked on what was one of the most remarkable individual 
seasons I’ve ever seen as he tallied up 709 runs for the season (six 50s and one 100). This was nearly 
200 more than the next best in the entire competition. Only two players in the entire ECA scored more, 
and neither with as good an average.  
 
The highlight was undoubtedly his 117 (104) in Round 9 against the Cougars. He came in in the 4th over, 
and never looked troubled. Some glorious stroke play, some big hitting, and some cheeky paddles made 
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sure that those watching on were always entertained and the bowlers at their wits end. We thought we 
had this game in the bag before we were subjected to the same treatment, with some of the most insane 
hitting most of us had seen. Luckily Cal on his return from injury, who wasn’t really meant to be bowling, 
bowled and bowled very well. This was the Cal we had been waiting for. His 2/9 off 8 overs (4 maidens) 
quite literally kept us in the game. Jacko was another match-winner, picking up his 3rd and 4th wicket in 
the same over, including the batsmen that had 9 sixes on his way to 102 off 73 balls.  
 
Another highpoint was the home game against Notting Hill-Brand Park in Round 10. A hattrick for Dora 
(4/37), a hattrick cruelly denied by the umpire to Cal (2/23 and a plumb LBW not out on the 3rd) were 
standouts with the ball, before Turbo and I continued our love affair with Notting Hill. This time we cracked 
the 150 partnerships (151*), as he very kindly helped guide me to my first 100 in the 1s (and first in 
~12/13 years), before he finished it with about three 4s in three balls. This saw our partnership against 
NHBP climb to 0/300. At some point during the season, Turbo had requested that I make it into his top 10 
partnerships. Hopefully one of those two did the job.  
 
A controversial tie against the Vic Cavs (frankly the less said about that game the better) and 2nd losses 
to BUC and Glen Waverley (shout out to Lachie Macneil on debut for his 0/27 off 8 overs straight) saw us 
get into the final round firmly in 3rd, but a win against bottom of the ladder Trinity in the final round could 
see us jump to 2nd if Glen Waverley lost to BUC. While the equation didn’t go our way, this ended up 
being an incredible match. No umpire showing up, rain delays, the return of Andrew Krohn, another 60+ 
score for Turbo, Hugh Hamilton scoring 20 off the first over of the innings… it was all happening. Chasing 
225, Turbo departed with the score at 7/159 and the Trinity crowd crowing that that was the game. 
However, Lachie Macneil, Ben Rodan, and Andy Krohn had other ideas. LMac and Ben put on 37 for the 
9th wicket, getting us to 201 and bringing a newly (once again?) crippled Krohny to the crease with a 
runner.  Hope was, shall we say, limited on the sidelines but these two, more familiar with the ball in hand 
than bat, proved everyone wrong and finally had the successful partnership that they’d missed out on for 
so long. Krohny hitting a pull shot for 6, raising his arms to celebrate, and immediately doubling over in 
pain was particularly memorable.  
 
The semi-final was another classic. Everybody stepped up and fought incredibly hard. Bowling first was 
tough, as their paid players made it look fairly easy. Jacko however just about demanded the ball, and 
backed it up immediately, picking up a wicket with his 3rd ball. That buoyed the spirits, particularly after I’d 
dislocated a finger mid-way through the innings. They ended up at 5-201, a mammoth total for a final. 
Dora and Steve (who was also hobbling after injuring his groin) got us off to a good start, before Turbo 
and I pushed on. When we both fell in the 17th over, things felt a little grim. However, the rest of the team 
had other ideas. Cal was the standout. Some incredible hitting kept us right in the game. He and Tom 
Docherty shared a 51 run partnership, of which Tanks scored 6.  
 
It came down to the very last ball, as Jacko and Ben were able to tie the game but not get back for the 
2nd. While disappointing not to move on to the grand-final, it was a truly remarkable effort from everyone 
involved. To chase down over 200 in a semi-final is something that I’ll never forget.  
 
My personal highlight for the season was probably seeing the beginnings of the next generation of the 
first XI beginning to make themselves known. I feel pretty confident in saying that we would have had the 
youngest team on average over the course of the season. Seeing a quality crop of players coming 
through all under the age of 23 (a number under 20 even) is very exciting, and I look forward to seeing 
how they continue to develop over the coming years.  
 
I’d like to thank all of those that played in the side this year for their commitment, their passion, and their 
willingness to step up and take on the game when called upon. They made my first season as captain 
that much easier. I’d also like to thank Russ Flint, Tom Bach, and Steve O’Connell in particular. Their 
guidance, advice, and experience at different moments across the season was crucial and helped me to 
be a better captain.  
 
A huge thanks also to the selection team, Fenno and the rest of the committee, the other captains, to my 
vice-captains Dion and Cal, and to the entire extended club. The First XI would be nothing without the 
support that comes from everyone, official position or no.  
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Finally, I’d like to acknowledge Paulie for his incredible efforts as chairman of selectors this season. In 
what was an incredibly difficult year, to have fielded 6 senior sides week in week out is no small 
achievement.  
 
I’m already looking forward to next season, and hopefully going 2 steps further! 
Go Saints! 
 
Angus Hamilton 
Captain 

 

First XI Statistics  
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Team Records:  First XI 
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Overall Team Records: First XI 
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Second XI Report- Menzies & Mackay Shield 
This season we looked to put the 2nd XI back to where it belongs - up the ladder and being an important 
link in developing potential 1s players. We look back and believe this was achieved, despite being unable 
to achieve a win on grand final day. 
 
A new look 2s meant that the ‘young and old’ combination of Jack Donaldson and myself would co-
captain for 2021/22, both for the first time. This is something that we both enjoyed beyond expectation 
and I’d like to congratulate and thank Jack on an exceptional year in the role. Not only did Jack continue 
to develop his cricketing and decision-making ability, he juggled it with junior coaching responsibilities, 
predominantly in socks & thongs, a staggering amount of swear words thrown in, yet al topped off with an 
infectious, relaxed North Queensland giggle.    
 
During the season we fielded a hefty 36 players, won 11 home & away games and a semi-final and 
reached a Grand Final against a formidable opponent in Clifton Hill. Included in this was a powerful run of 
11.5 wins (including a washout where we had Northcote 5/60). Most importantly, we had a remarkable 
season full of fun. I now fully appreciate the difficulty in continuing to develop a proud, inclusive and 
supportive STC culture within a team in a relatively short period. Jack and I sincerely appreciate all 36 
players that contributed on (and equally off) field, other team captains and the selection committee for 
their support during the season. Little things like weekly music playlists while batting / scoring and 
development of player nicknames while fielding, kept our energy up and proved that having fun together 
can equal scoreboard results. 
 
A number of individual highlights during the season included knocks from Dom Hando (93 at Glen 
Waverley Cougars & 89* Vs St Paul’s the following week), Russ Flint (65 Vs Toorak Prahran & 71 Vs St 
Paul’s) and Hugh Hamilton (78 vs Monash, 92 Vs West Ivanhoe and 51 Vs Clifton Hill in consecutive 
weeks), all ensured we regularly posted significant totals and gave our young bowling line up confidence 
to defend.  
 
With the ball, Loz Colman bowled with exceptional accuracy and stinginess, at one point amounting 
combined figures of 12/64 from 47 overs, including a 3/6 from 8 overs Vs Glen Waverley Cougars. 
Hamish MacMillan (4 x 3 wicket hauls including 3/19 off 8 overs in the Semi Final) and Luke Worthy (11 
wickets including 3/27 Vs Clifton Hill) showed terrific development and will ensure the 1s and 2s have a 
strong, tall and accurate bowling attack for years to come. The evergreen Brendan David (17 wickets 
including 4/15 vs Monash) also provided strong leadership with the ball and was continually a threat for 
us when called upon.  
 
Complimenting these results were contributions from players that we knew we couldn’t hold onto all 
season. Mark Shallue (103no Vs Glen Waverley Cougars and 50 Vs Monash) and Sam Dooley (4/30 Vs 
Cougars) returned overseas before finals but not before providing some excellent performances and 
leadership to our young team members. 
 
We reached the Semi Final Vs West Ivanhoe United with a great amount of belief and momentum. 
Winning the toss we elected to bat on a quick Hartwell ground, where we had built a strong reputation 
throughout the year. Finals pressure set in early where we slipped to 2/16 however as has been the case 
all season, someone saw this as the time to step up and in this case it was Matt Williams. Playing a 
relatively controlled innings for Willow and despite a little luck, he strongly led us out of trouble and 
amounted an immensely important 75 from 87 balls. Losing partners a little too regularly, vital support 
was found in Brendan David (18 from 37), who helped us to bat out our 40 overs and reach a competitive 
146. 
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Aware of the opposition batting strengths, we had a relatively simple ‘full and outside off’ game plan that 
we could set a field to. Our young bowlers in Luke Worthy, Hamish MacMillan and Jack Urquhart 
executed this so impressively that we had them 5/23 from 13 overs. Despite maintaining control for most 
of the innings, we knew we had to remove the opposition number 4, who had reached 59 and had them 
requiring 6 an over from the last 6 overs with 3 wickets in hand. Hugh Hamilton entered the attack, took 
two wickets in his first over including the prized number 4 and a final runout sealed victory by 23 runs. It 
was a hugely impressive bowling and fielding performance in a pressure situation, we were off to the 
Grand Final! 
 
We faced Clifton Hill in the Grand Final, who had only lost one game all season (to us). Winning the toss 
again, we decided to bat. Despite a couple of early wickets, including the in-form Matt Williams copping 
an awfully unlucky non-striker runout, we were confident at drinks at 2/79 from 20 overs. Unfortunately, 
this was the point where our batting took an unexpected turn and two of Clifton Hill’s slower bowlers 
cleaned up our middle and lower order within 12 overs. We were left to try to defend 96.  
Our guys should be immensely proud with the attitude we walked out to field with, so soon after a 
somewhat disappointing batting performance. An early wicket from Loz Colman gave us brief hope 
however it was Clifton Hill’s day and they passed us 3 down in 30 overs. It is important to mentioned the 
sideline sea of red out in force on the day and it was fully appreciated by our players, thank you all!    
 
As should be the case in a year where a Grand Final is reached, there are a significant number of 
positives to draw from the 2s this year. 
 
It’s a brilliant reflection of a season when we can happily throw the ball in a clutch situation to a 14, 17 or 
18 year old and then see multiple volunteers for tough batting roles each week – we played with a team 
first mentality all year. We can also proudly say that: 

- we were the only team to beat eventual premiers Clifton Hill  
- many of our players reached a grand final in the 2s for the first time 
-  we had young (and some older) players experience and perform in the pressure situation of 

finals 
- The 2nd XI improved from 7th to 2nd in 1 season 
- The average team age was regularly under 25 years – a terrific sign moving forward 

 
An inclusive and supportive environment is what we all wish to achieve at STC and I am sincerely 
thankful to all who contributed to the 2nd XI in 2021/22, it was always enjoyable and the on-field 
successes were purely a by-product of this environment. The 2s is in an excellent position to go one 
better next season! 
 
 
Tom Sandilands & Jack Donaldson 
Second XI Co-Captains 
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Team Records:  Second XI 
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Overall Team Records: Second XI 
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Third XI Report- Wilson Shield 
This season was all about trying to stay up in C Grade as we had been promoted after our flag season 
last year. The previous time the team was in C Grade we were quickly relegated as we were not 
competitive at all. But there was a different air this season. We had belief, we had the talent, and we had 
the desire to do well.   
 
Unfortunately, the season didn’t really start off in the way we wanted and at the Christmas break we had 
only won 2 of our first 5 games. The dual captaincy of Fenno and Kale was working well and the sign 
were there, we just needed to put have some consistency from the team. We had had several different 
good performances but not in the same games and we were just ‘feeling out’ the opposition we were 
encountering for a first time. We realised that the competition was not actually that different to what we 
had encountered previously. So, the back half of the season was flagged as the time for us to shine. 
 
It had been great to see the new junior faces play their first games in the team, and they contributed well 
and all the ‘old’ players loved seeing the enthusiasm and excitement that these young fellas brought with 
them. 
 
We won’t our next 4 games which included some our team’s only century of the season – Mike Van Der 
Meer tonning up against old foes North Balwyn. We slo had Ryan Schifferle pull out a 5 wicket haul 
against West Ivanhoe. Ryan’s 5/14 from 7 overs helped skittle the opposition for a very low score. 
 
We were sitting 3rd on the ladder by now and with only a few games left the dream of finals was alive and 
the commitment form the team was increasing.  We were seeing more consistent batting and bowling 
from Alex King, Kale Wren and Oscar King. They were ably support by Fabian D’Addazio, Beau Coyle 
and Aneek Sengupta.  Even Fenno was stating to score a couple of runs (just a couple). 
 
The competition had been dominated by Mulgrave during the season (and also to a degree by Richmond 
Union). In our second shot at Mulgrave, the stresses of cricket (and decisions made by the umpiring) led 
to a blow up and an almost led to an all-in. The club had not seen anything like this for many years and 
the action was swift and decisive. 
 
Still, we managed to beat Richmond Union in the return round, even though we had a few players taking 
forced holiday.   
 
We finished off the season with a few wins that left us sitting 3rd at the end of the regular season.  Not 
only had we been competitive during the season and finish out of the relegation zone but we had in fact 
cemented ourselves into 3rd. What a great result for a team that moved up a division, played 40 players 
during the season including about 15 juniors.   
 
We were matched again Richmond Union for the semi. Both teams had beaten one another during the 
season, and it was pegged to be an epic game. Sadly, we couldn’t live up to the hype and fell well short 
In the match. But nonetheless we had had a great season 
 
If we had have made the grad final we would have won because in the other semi, 4th placed Monash 
beat the undefeated Mulgrave (there were official umpires for that game – no wonder they didn’t win) – 
and we had beaten Monash twice during the season.   
 
We know next season holds no fear for us and we will relish the challenge to even better in 2022/23. 
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Overall Team Records: Third XI 
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Fourth XI Report- Carr Shield 
As a captain for the first time in the 2021/22 season I had the privilege of taking charge of the 4s.  We 
took part in LOC8 with the 5s taking residence in LOC9 and the 6s competing in LOC5.  Supreme Leader, 
Nick Fennessy, was very kind in allowing us to utilise Nettleton Park as our home for the season.  
  
The season got off to a somewhat rocky start as we fell short against Ashwood at home in Round 
1.  However, we bounced back with strong wins in Round 2 (away against West Ivanhoe), Round 3 
(home against Knox Churches) and Round 4 (away against Richmond Union).  In Round 5, the last game 
before the Christmas break, we took on our undefeated arch rivals, AYC Harlequins, at home – 
unfortunately we were unable to get job done but we were competitive and knew that at close to full 
strength we would be able to exact revenge.  We returned from the Christmas break for Round 6 to play 
Glen Waverley (Sunday) away from home.  Unfortunately for us, Glen Waverley's team above had a 
week off (a so-called and dreaded 'COVID bye') so they were able to drop a couple of quality players 
down a grade and were just too good for us on the day.  At 3-3 after 6 rounds we knew that our season 
was hanging by a thread and that we needed to gather some momentum in order to stave off those vying 
for a place in the top 4.  Momentum is exactly what we found.  Scalps for the 4s over the coming rounds 
included Malvern Valley (Round 7), Ashwood (Round 8), West Ivanhoe (Round 9, team captained by 
Joey Moorhead in my absence), Knox Churches (Round 10), Richmond Union (Round 11) and AYC 
Harlequins (Round 12, team captained by Joey again in my absence).  We were looking fearsome.  We 
were looking mighty.  And after knocking off AYC and moving to 9-3 after 12 rounds, we were talking 
flags!  In Round 13 we came against Burwood Uniting Canterbury (BUC) for the first time.  This was a 
huge match with us sitting in 2nd and BUC placed in 3rd.  We knew that in all likelihood it would turn out 
to be a curtain raiser for the Semi Final.  BUC had also only lost 3 games during the season (1 when they 
only had 9 players and 2 by forfeit).  Unfortunately we did not have a full strength team available.  BUC 
ended up getting the result in Round 13 but it was by no means a blowout and we were confident that we 
would be able to push them in the Semi Final.  We bounced back against Mont Albert comprehensively in 
Round 14 and in doing so were able to lock in 2nd spot on the ladder and a home final against BUC. 
  
We were confident in the week leading up to the Semi Final with a very good attendance by 4s standards 
at training on the Thursday.  Our selected team was also much stronger than it was in the Round 13 
fixture.  Unfortunately, on the Saturday morning, one of our star batters, Kingsley Hill, was required to 
move up to the 3s as a result of Russ Flint becoming unavailable for the 2s (c'mon 
Russ!).  Notwithstanding the loss of Kingsley, we still had a very strong line up comprising: (1) Joey 
Moorhead; (2) Jacob Nazroo; (3) Thushan Hettiarachchi; (4) Lachie Kennedy; (5) myself; (6) David 
Kuster; (7) Nick Scacco; (8) Richard Bland; (9) Gaz Douglas; (10) Finn Grogan; and (11) Patty 
Martin.  For the first time in the season I lost the toss and BUC elected to bat.  Given that the sun was 
shining and that Nettleton Park is a postage stamp, batting was the logical decision and was what we 
(probably) wanted to do first.  
  
We opened the bowling with Patty Martin and Richard Bland, who each did an excellent job, however, we 
were unable to get the early breakthrough which we so desperately desired.  Patty and Blandy finished 
with figures of 0/35 and 0/34 respectively off 7 overs straight – great figures for a final on Nettleton.  We 
then brought on David Kuster and Nick Scacco with our first change.  It did not take long for Kuster and 
Scacco to make an impact – within the space of two overs we had removed both of BUC's openers for 30 
(caught P Martin, bowled N Scacco) and 46 (caught J Moorhead, bowled D Kuster) respectively.  Kuster 
bowled his 7 overs in a row and finished with great figures of 1/31, however, we took Scacco off after 5 
overs in order to save him for the death.  Over the next 15 overs we found out that we were probably a 
bowler short.  We made use of the formidable Gary Douglas (4 overs of left-arm medium, 1 wicket), Finn 
Grogan (1 over of right-arm leg spin) and Jacob Nazroo (2 overs of right-arm off spin).  Frustratingly, 
BUC's middle-order sloggers were not in a respectful mood and were able to move the runs along at a 
rate in excess of 10 an over during this patch.  BUC finished on 3/240 after 35 overs.  
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Although 240 is a decent score on Nettleton, we knew that we could chase it down if we batted well. That 
said, we did not get off to the start which we were hoping for.  After 8 balls, we were 3/2 with Joey 
Moorhead gone for 0, Thushan Hettiarachchi for 1 and Lachie Kennedy for 0.  That brought me to the 
crease to join star opener, Jacob Nazroo.  We plodded away for the next 15 overs with a view to trying to 
consolidate a foundation off which we could potentially mount a late onslaught.  Naz batted superbly and 
retired on 50.  I batted less superbly and managed to chop one onto my stumps on 21.  That brought out 
Kuster and Scacco together.  Our best hope at this point was to have one of Kuster or Scacco retire on 
50 and then start swinging with a view to getting Naz back out there for a late chase.  Kuster and Scacco 
did a great job and put on a 50-run partnership, however, by that time, it was time to start moving the run 
rate along and in trying to do so, Kuster was run out on 16.  Scacco did not last much longer and was 
walking off the stamp on 35 – a formidable innings in the circumstances.  At this point we were in strife 
with the run rate required in excess of 10 an over.  We did not want to die wondering so the message was 
for Blandy, Gaz, Finn and Patty to swing until Naz was back at the crease.  We wanted Naz to face as 
many balls as possible.  Blandy, Gaz and Finn all went out cheaply doing the team thing, which meant 
that Naz was able to return to the crease where he united with Patty.  They did not die wondering.  Naz 
hit a six off his first ball (over square leg) and a four off his second ball (with a ramp shot!).  Patty hit a 
delicious shot through mid wicket for four.  The crowd at this stage was well and truly alive.  Only 80 runs 
to get?  Could we do it?  Unfortunately it was not to be the case.  Our dreams of a Grand Final berth were 
shattered at the same time that Patty's stumps were shattered.  Naz finished on an outstanding 60 not 
out. 
  
Although we did not achieve the ultimate success in the 2021/22 season, we will look back on it as a very 
enjoyable season.  We had a lot of fun.  Moreover, we're excited to build on what we achieved this 
season in the 2022/23 season.  There is a feeling that we're working towards something great and there 
is certainly no better place for us to do it than at STC. 
  
Across the season we had 40 players take part in the campaign.  I was super pleased to have so many 
great people get a taste of STC 4s cricket.  For a number players it was their first introduction to STC 
cricket and our great culture. 
  
It would be remiss of me not to mention a few of our outstanding performers this season: 

• On the batting front, special mentions to Jacob Nazroo (opener, 6 games, 273 runs @ 273), 
David Kuster (middle order, 13 games, 264 runs @ 33), Joey Moorhead (opener, 12 games, 195 
runs @ 19.50), Kingsley Hill (top order, 4 games, 131 runs @ 43.67), Richard Bland (lower order, 
14 games, 127 runs @ 18.14), Nick Scacco (middle order, 6 games, 122 runs @ 40.67) and Sam 
Bourke (middle order, 5 games, 117 runs @ 39). 

• On the bowling front, special mentions to Richard Bland (left-arm swing, 14 games, 18 wickets @ 
19.33), Gary Douglas (left-arm medium, 11 games, 10 wickets @ 29.80), Patty Martin (right-arm 
pace, 7 games, 8 wickets @ 20.25), David Kuster (right-arm pace, 13 games, 7 wickets @ 25), 
Richard Harris (right-arm medium, 7 games, 6 wickets @ 22.17), Nick Scacco (right-arm pace, 6 
games, 5 wickets @ 28) and Finn Grogan (right-arm leg spin, 8 games, 5 wickets @ 41). 

  
I'm already looking forward to next season and to taking one step further forward with the great bunch of 
lads which we have at STC. 
  
Go Saints! 
  
Sid Jones 
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Team Records:  Fourth XI 
  

 

Overall Team Records:  Fourth XI 
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Fifth XI Report- McIntyre Shield 
The 21/22 season also known as the COVID season 2.0, was again a different season with a few 
cancelled games due to COVID 19 however this didn’t discourage the playing group. We had great 
numbers weekly and an injection of under 14 and under 16 players participating in their first senior 
games. 35 men made up the 5XI this season and I was honoured to lead the team and tried to ensure 
every member was valued and had a role within the team.  
 
On field we had a very solid season which saw us finishing the season as minor premiers with 9 wins, 3 
losses and 2 covid draws and charging into a home final. The semi-final didn’t quite go to plan as we 
were short a few runs in the end going down to the eventual premiers of LOC9. Overall, it was an 
amazing achievement for the team to finish top of the ladder and play in a final and gives us belief that we 
can go all the way next season. 
 
The bowling award was a hot contested award this season with the young under 14’s player Paddy 
Macmillan starting the season off fantastically. After 3 games Paddy had taken 9 wickets at an average of 
less than 4! The amazing start for Paddy had him leading the wicket taking for the whole club for the first 
3 weeks of the season. Paddy ended the season with 12 wickets at an average of 12.50 which was 
enough to lock up the bowling award. Ben Logan came in second with 13 wickets with an average of 
21.31, Tristan Hunt came in third with 12 wickets at 14.33 not bad in his first season. A special mention to 
James Salathiel and Henry Docherty who also had great bowling performances which resulted in playing 
a few games in higher teams which impacted their ability to contest for the 5XI bowling award. 
 
The batting award was a not as tight as the bowling this season. The award was won by myself with a 
total of 295 runs at an average of 49.17, retiring with 4 half centuries along the way. The exciting side of 
batting was seeing young under 14 players Tyler Murray and Jordan Katiforis who occupied spots at the 
top of the order with me and batted terrifically. Tyler and Jordy both made 50’s this season and developed 
there batting. Jordy finished the season in second spot with 168 runs at an average of 33.60. Tyler and 
Tristan came in equal third with 136 runs at an average of 34.00. We also had other great batting 
performances with the following players making half centuries this season Peter Morrison, Nick Fennessy, 
Kingsley Hill, and Tristan Hunt. Tristan’s first 50 was a season highlight coming off 18 balls where he was 
dealing in boundaries only. 
 
Team champion award was won by myself with 475 points comprising of 295 runs, 10 wickets, 6 catches 
and 1 runout. Followed by Tristan Hunt with 332 points 136 runs, 12 wickets, 4 catches and 1 run out. 
Jordan finished in third with 260 point from 168 runs, 9 catches, 1 stumping and 1 wicket. 
 
It has been an honour and a privilege to stand alongside a wonderful group of cricketers this season and I 
have total faith in what we can achieve going forward.  
 
Marc Mansour 
5XI Captain 
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Sixth Report- Minahan Shield 
The Club 11 (also known as the 6XI) were brimming with confidence going into Season 21/22.  A solid 
commitment from the squad and a move back to LOC5 after a tough season in LOC4 motivated a few 
pre-season training sessions. 
 
Co-captains (Dave Martin and Ken Boal) were generally spoiled for choice each week, with plenty of solid 
batsman and bowlers, a couple of handy keepers in Pearce and Toohey, but athletic fieldsmen were 
mostly unavailable. 
 
The season kicked off with a big win against cellar dwellers Monash Uni, but things got interesting in 
Round 2 with an incredible tie against the eventual finalist Clifton Hill.  Chasing 188 after some great 
bowling by Karl Langkau (3/19) and our first female player in Molly Pearce, we managed a tie thanks to 
big 50s from Littler and Langkau and a very handy 26 by Johnno Anderson.  Requiring two off the last 
ball, Boal was only good enough for a single to fine leg. 
 
Round 3 continued our good form easily despatching Ashy Willows (who went on to finals) with Dan Burt 
50, Will Pearce 4/15 and K Boal 2/0 off 4 maidens.  We were looking forward to doubling up on Ashy 
Willows later in the season but were robbed due to Covid unavailability by the opposition.   
 
Up to Christmas we were sitting 3 wins, 1 loss, 1 tie, and looking at the calendar to free up time for finals.  
After Christmas though we have historically had a poor run of form (winning no matches in the previous 
year), but we only just missed out in Rd 7 to top team St Pauls in a tight encounter under-manned.  Littler 
chiming in with a big 50 and on-loan from Vets Alex Braham a nice 50 too.   
 
The Clifton Hill re-match was tight at home ground.  One of 4 very close games which we lost, going 
down to the wire in the last over.  Posting 145 was never enough, with Langkau top scoring with 38 but 
not enough batsman going on after good starts.  Jamo (3/16 off 8), Langkau (2/26 off 8) and W. Pearce 
(0/24 off 8) all bowled well but they chased us down with only two wickets remaining. Boal putting one in 
the slot on the last ball for the tail ender to dispatch. 
 
The season started to get serious if we were going to make finals and the Ashy no-show in Round 10 cost 
us dearly, having to share the points, but we still had our own destiny in our hands with wins needed 
against top teams coming home.  Mulgrave was taken care of at home (Tim Macmillan a great 50) and 
Andrew Mac Makowski a brilliant 5/21.  Co-captain Martin was giving me the evil eye to rest Mac at 0/21 
but I had faith and big Mac certainly delivered with 5 for none in his next 3 overs. 
 
Another solid win against AYC Harlequins in Rd 11.  Chasing 168 (Boal 2/22 and Jamo 2/34), Burt 
(50no), Tim Mac another great 45no, and Langkau 34no easily got the job done.  We are in the top4 with 
two rounds to play!  But top teams Bulleen and St Pauls await. 
 
Bulleen did prove too strong, the eventual LOC5 premiers dispatched us scoring 6/204 with big skip Dave 
Martin valiantly chasing down a ball badly pulling his quad, and then remaining at cow to take a great 
catch (well, it went straight to him luckily).  Littler 41 and Tim Mac again with 37 didn’t have enough 
company and we managed 160. 
 
However, with a solid win in the last game we would be playing finals, so everyone arrived pumped and a 
bit nervous to take on top team St Pauls, home at Cooper Reserve. We posted 9/165 with Will Pearce 35 
and T Mac 31 top scoring, probably 10-20 shy of what we wanted.  St Pauls opening bat got us again with 
a solid 50 and they were off to a good start.  Persistence paid off though and the boys rallied hard, with 
some tight bowling including Kingy 2/9, and all the bowlers (Will Pearce, K Boal, Jamo, Mac, Langkau 
and Nunan) keeping us in it till the last over.  They needed 7 and got those with a ball remaining. 
 
So the four close games cost us, and of course the no-show by Ashy, but otherwise a great season 
finishing fifth, only one game off finals, with 6 wins, 5 losses and one tie.   Solid improvement in the 
batting with lots of good scores by Littler, Burt, T Mac, Langkau, and Martin.  Bowling was tidy with 
wickets evenly spread and lots to choose from amongst W Pearce, Jamo, Langkau, Nunan, Mac, and 
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Boal.  Some handy part-timers from Martin, Higgins and T Mac possibly under-used.  Keeping duties 
transferred from the injured old man Pearce to Damien Toohey and he didn’t disappoint taking lots of 
great catches and frugal in the byes department.   We were also missing some big guns in Foldi and 
Groves with injuries benching them for most of the season. 
 
Catches win matches and we took most, but a few clangers we let go, with notable offenders to be 
quarantined for practice at the off-season trip.   
 
The Club 11 enjoyed Season21/22 with a great group of guys, some great cricket and excellent 
memories.  Drinks after the game the absolute highlight regaling the match antics.   Waking up sore for at 
least 2 days was worth it again and we will be back in 22/23. 

 

Sixth XI Statistics 
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Veterans 1XI Report- PCFA Shield 
Vets Div 1 report 2021/22 
Despite another delay to the season due to Covid we entered another season with confidence we would 
be highly competitive with the majority of our playing group signing on for one more year and chasing our 
4th flag in a row after competing in 5 grand finals in a row. 
 
A number of absences in round 1 due to Covid, holidays and injury left us a little undermanned. Despite 
that we were in the game against Brandon Park until just falling short.  
 
That lead us to play Deakin in round 2, who had just come into the competition and had a dominant round 
1 performance. With some players back we put in a strong performance but were outclassed by a team 
that consisted of a number of Sri Lankan internationals. In fact, every player bar one had played first class 
cricket so we were always up against it.  
 
With round 3 a bye, we moved on to r 4 needing a win. Sadly we were decimated by injury and covid outs 
and were 2 players down but we fought hard to go down in the last over.  
 
In what seems laughable, we were still a chance to make finals going into the last round even though we 
were winless, except for the bye. A big win against North Alphington could get us through. With a full 
squad and plenty to play for we had our best performance of the year and won well with 4th place on the 
ladder our reward.  
 
Our semi against Burwood was our most dominant display where we scored 252 batting first and then 
restricting them to 185. Judd (43) and Richardson (40) both retired with Urqhuart (38) and Duane (32) 
also making run. With the ball Westmore took 3 and Huggins and O’Sullivan 2 each. 
 
Advancing to our 6th grand final in a row we had a big challenge taking on Deakin. Losing the toss and 
bowling first, I could not of been more prouder of our boys effort. We bowled and fielded the best we have 
ever done restricting Deakin to their lowest score (173) in 4 years (NB – this may be untrue!). We were 
confident our batting could chase these runs down until Deakin decided to “park the bus” and have all 
players on the boundary bar 3, who were also 40 metres from the bat. This made it almost impossible to 
hit boundaries on a big ground and left us 30 runs short. Disappointing and certainly not the way we play 
cricket.  
 
Still another good season and super fun with an awesome group!  
Congrats must go to top run scorer Scott Duane 183 @45.75 followed by Cam Judd 158 @79. 
With the ball Tim O’Sullivan was outstanding with 9 wickets @12.33 and Luke Westmore 6 @17.50. 
Champion Player was Tim O’Sullivan with 224 points narrowly beating Scott Duane on 223. 
 
Thanks again to everyone involved – we will be back!  
 
Pat Hall  
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Veterans 1XI Statistics  

 
 

Veterans 2XI (Legends) Report 
Similar to the year prior, the Vets had a very late start to our season opener, and another truncated 
season of 5 games. Once again, bursting with excitement, we actually got some pre season knocks in to 
iron out a few kinks and get the body back into a vague understanding of how to move again. 
 
The 1st game of the year was against a new team to the comp, so we were unclear on how we might go.  
With another handy new recruit in tow, we thought we were in with a chance, especially as we held them 
to a reasonable score on a big ground. The lowlight early on was the new recruit Rohan doing his 
hamstring bowling spinners on his 5th ball. Not an unusual injury in our game and we saw a few more 
hammys go through the season. 
 
We didn’t quite get the runs but had some great efforts from Rohan (with dodgy hammy) with 33n.o., 
Parso with 36 and Pete Martin with a swashbuckling 25 off 18, before he was controversially out, hit 
wicket (with a ball that had made it to the boundary quickly). 
 
The 2nd game, we were well outclassed, by a team that put on a big score of 246, whereas we could only 
muster up 177. Another great debut, but this time by our club president, Nick Fennessy whose score of 
42 was a great help to the team.   
 
Game 3 was once again at home, and the big Xmas game, against an old nemesis in Donvale. Last years 
act of calling at 11am on the day of the game to ask for a draw because they couldn’t field enough 
players was almost bettered, when they did turn up, but unbeknown to us at the start were again short of 
players. We didn’t realise until they didn’t send out a square leg umpire, and by the 13th over when we 
discovered they didn’t have a 7th player either, we were quite miffed. We managed to secure a quick win 
within 14 overs of batting and were able to join in the sideline festivities a lot sooner than expected. Shack 
scored a great 32 no, whilst Brett Langley bowled nearly half their side out (2/11). 
 
The last 2 games of the season were nailbiters, where we just fell short of victory. The last game in 
particular, where we were just 2 runs short of victory, where, had we won the game, would have made the 
finals. 
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Key performances from those games, along with another welcome debt of bowling machine Ken Boal, 
were Knotty’s 3/37 against Canterbury, along with great batting performances from 4 retirees (Parso 44, 
Rohan Appleton 42, Nick Adams 42 and Brett Langley 40) and Game 5 highlights of Shack 43no, Parso 
37, Pete 28 and Nick 26. 
 
Overall it was great to be able to get out again and enjoy the occasional Sunday with mates, mocking 
each others shortcomings (of which there are a few) and celebrating their successes. It was an enjoyable 
season, where we hope to have more success on the field next year. Whilst we are getting older, the 
experience builds. Thanks again for another great year. 
 
AB 
 

Team Awards 
 

Batting Award Adrian Parsons 113 runs @ 37.67 
Bowling Award Chris Knott 7 wickets @ 15.57 
Team Champion Nick Adams 
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STC - South Camberwell Cricket Club End of Season Junior Report 

Season 2021 – 2022 
Hi, 
 
Another successful season at STC, South Camberwell Cricket Club has come to an end and I would like 
to personally thank you all for once again helping to make it a great experience for your children. 
 
Whether you coached, was team manager, scored, helped umpire, set up grounds, was covid officer or 
eagerly supported the kids, you all make a positive contribution to the cricket club and the experiences 
our children enjoy. 
 
We have certainly achieved a great deal over some challenging years, which we can all be proud of: 

- Record Junior registration numbers year on year 
- The introduction of a successful girls cricket program that has thrived and will only grow further 
- Multiple Finals and/ or Premierships across all seasons 
- ECA Representative Players across all age grades 
- Growing numbers of our Juniors playing in STC Senior Teams 
- Recognition of Junior achievements on Honour Boards in the club rooms 
- Significant contributor to the refurbishment of the cricket nets and in front of the pavilion. 
- New Merchandise 
- A more role based and accessible committee 

 
These are just to name a few! 
 
On the last point, at our recent Junior Operations Committee (the final for season 21/22), we filled some 
of the ratified roles in the new structure.  There are still roles remaining which require some eager new 
parents, with a desire to take the Junior Club forward. 
 
The structure looks like this – those highlighted are currently vacant or to be confirmed: 

- Junior President – TBC 
- JOC Secretary – Cam Walker 
- Girls Cricket Manager – Steve O’Connell 
- Equipment Manager – Nick Johnston 
- Uniform/Merchandise - Sarah Lethlean 
- Kiosk Manager – Tim Macmillan 
- Talent Development Manager – Hamish MacMillan – candidate supported by PM)  
- Manager U13:U17 – Nick Adams 
- Manager U12 – Sarah Lethlean 
- Manager U10 – TBC 
- Junior Blast – Mark Ceveri 
- Manager Awards – Claire Knihnicki 
- General Committee member – Paul Urquhart 
- Committee Observer: suited to someone new to the Committee – TBC 

   
As you can see one of the roles available is the Junior President role.  After 6 years on the committee and 
3 years as Junior President, I have advised the committee that this has been my last year in the role – it 
has been fulfilling, most enjoyable to help drive the direction of the club for my sons and all the children, 
however it is time for someone new to lead the fresh ideas and management of the Juniors going forward. 
 
Nominations for role of Junior President are to be provided at the Club AGM which is held in June.  Once 
accepted that person, along with the Junior Secretary (Cam Walker) will arrange the agenda for the first 
Junior Operations meeting to be held on Wednesday, July 27th.  At this meeting (or before for that 
matter), the opportunity to nominate for the remaining roles will be open. 
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Each portfolio (including that of Junior President) has been created to cover all aspects of running a junior 
cricket club, while not being an onerous task for the individual (or individuals if shared), but meaty enough 
to enable the person to make a positive difference and keep driving the Club forward.  I can guarantee 
that any and all new members will have access to all the support they need from myself and other 
committee members.  It is important that the Committee keeps regenerating with new Committee 
members and that there is a good balance between male and female committee members.   
 
From firsthand experience, the satisfaction one gets from seeing the happiness on their kids’ faces when 
they experience their parent / guardian actively participating to ensure they have the infrastructure and 
support to play community sport is quite special. 
 
I hope there are those amongst us who want to come along and share their individual expertise in joining 
this great Junior Club Committee. 
 
Please enjoy the summaries for each team attached. 
 
Thank you all again. 
 
Pete 
President – Junior Cricket (Outgoing) 
STC, South Camberwell Cricket Club 

 
Girls Team Season 2021/22 
Well what a great start to the girls program we have had at STC. In our inaugural season we had a total 
of 24 girls attend our Sunday skill sessions and from these 24 we had 13 girls who participated in our 
Wednesday evening master blaster games run by the IEGC (Inner East girls cricket).  
 
Amongst all the cart wheels and hand stands it was great to see the improvement of the girls cricket skills 
throughout the season which they showcased in the games on Wednesday evening. The girls brought a 
great team environment in both the Sunday sessions and Wednesday games and there were some great 
individual moments in their games. Chiara McMullin hit our first six, Amelie O’Connell, Annabella Berne, 
Piper Fennessy, Eleanor Aldcroft and Emily Sharpe all took wickets bowled and it was great to see the 
young brigade of Asha, Christa, Annabella and Imogen participating in these games. 
 
STC definitely set a high bar when we hosted the first Wednesday blaster round robin of the season.  
Thanks to Pete Martin, Nick Fennessy and the junior and senior committee for putting on such an 
entertaining evening. It was a memorable event. 
 
A big thank you also to Cam and Lachie Walker, Hamish Macmillan & Peter Morrison for their Sunday 
morning assistance. Dan Sharpe and senior president Nick Fennessy were of enormous help for the 
entire season both at training and on game day on and off the field.  
 
Our registered girls for the season are listed below and I look forward to seeing all of them again plus I’m 
sure a lot more next season as our participation and teams grow from the great success and enjoyment 
everyone has had this season. 
 
O'Connell, Amelie 
Styring, Thea 
Aldcroft, Eleanor 
Sharpe, Emily 
Walker, Amelia 
McMullin, Christa 
O'Connell, 
Imogen  
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Hall, Rosie 
Knott, Zoe 
Fennessy, Piper 
Berne, Annabella 
McMullin, Chiara 
D'Anna, Mietta 
Cardone, Georgie 
Gallagher, Alice 
Spithill, Gemma 
Spithill, Ellie 
Teixeira, Lucy 
Nieroshan, Asha 
Tardif, Riley 

 
 
See you all next season! 
Thanks Steve O’Connell 
 

U10 Combined 
As another highly successful cricket season has come to a close at STC, we reflect on another enjoyable 

season with the U10 group. For some, this was their first introduction to the game of cricket and for others 

it was their second season with the club. From a coaching perspective, Nick, Marcus and Mark were 

thrilled to see the passion that each player displayed, the team spirit and sportsmanship shown and the 

enjoyment that was evident during each training session or game day. Like all 9-10 year old boys, the 

scoreboard was a major focus point, but to their credit - win, lose or draw was delivered in a professional 

manner. Ironically, we did have a draw during our inter-club practice match, which was followed by a very 

successful "kids V's parents" scratch match! Although the boys played very well, the real stars of the 

show were the parents and in particular the Mum's, who showed impressive amounts of hidden talent. 

Nikki Bye top scored, closely followed by Sharna Distefano.  
 
Overall, the standard of cricket played by each U10 STC team was exceptional. The growth in the first 
year players was fantastic to see.   Their enthusiasm as they came to understand not only the rules of the 
game, but also developing their skills exponentially each week. We saw some outstanding batting across 
the season by Tom Zanoni and Fletcher Bye, while each player was given the opportunity to bat at 
different positions within the batting line-up each week. The accuracy, pace and impact of our bowling 
was evident and a significant improvement from the previous year. While the first year players adapted 
and learnt quickly, we saw a handful of players really focus and consistently take wickets each week. 
Some impressive bowling averages across the season from Gus Lethlean and Jake Reed were great to 
see as 2nd year players.  Alfie Simons in our first year team also managed to take multiple hat-tricks! 

As a coaching group, we couldn't be happier with the effort and improvement that every single player 
delivered in 2022. Not only did we see huge improvements, but a genuine respect for the game and each 
other. Jack Milhuisen, Raf Speakman and Syon Stewart were called out by the coaching group and we 
were excited to announce Paddy Ogilvy as the worthy recipient of the 2022 STC Spirit Award. 

We also send a special thanks to all the parents who made this another great season.   
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U12B Blue 
The 2021/22 cricket season was a very enjoyable and successful one for the STC U12B team. After 
finishing the home-and-away season in second place, the team won a very tight semi-final before winning 
the grand final in a totally dominate display. I would like to thank all the boys for turning up each week 
with huge smiles on their faces and a determination to improve. By the end of the season it was evident 
to me and others the enormous development of the boys cricket skills.  
 
There were several highlights during the season including: 

• Ed Slattery’s hat-trick in Round 5 against Koonung Heights. It was an eventful day for Ed who 
was named captain for the day before realizing he didn’t bring his shoes to the game. After his 
shoes eventually arrived Ed came steaming in taking 3 wickets for one run off one over. 

• Fletcher Bye came up from the U10’s late in the season and proved to be a very valuable player 
who contributed to the team’s ultimate success. 

• The semi-final victory against Ashburton Willows. The hero of the day was Will Mott who 
remained not-out and won the game for the team.  

• The grand-final victory against Edinburgh. In a totally dominate display all the boys performed at 
their best to keep Edinburgh to 7-53. We passed the score for the loss of only three wickets.  
Player of the grand final was Nick Curtain who bowled 3 very tight overs conceding only 2 runs 
and taking 2 wickets.  

•  
Whilst there were outstanding performances right across the squad, there can only be a select number of 
award winners. In the U12B’s, the batting award was won by Sam Judd (329 runs, average 109), the 
bowling award was won by Harvey McCandlish (12 wickets, average 5.5) and the coaches award was 
won by Henry de Crespigny. All the boys showed amazing skill and determination to achieve some 
amazing individual performances.  
 
As with any weekend sport it wouldn't be possible without parent support. I'm lucky in having an excellent 
group of parents who all contributed in whatever way they could. A big thank you to all of the boy's 
parents. I would also like to thank Tom Docherty for assisting me in coaching the team. Hopefully Tom will 
go on and coach his own team next year. A special thanks to Aaron Bolton who was team manager and 
chief strategist. His organization and analysis made my job so much easier. 
 
We hope to see everyone back for season 2022/23!! 
 
Coach - Cam Judd 
 
 

U12A Red  
Season 2021/2022 was a story of almost for the high profile STC U/12 red team. Thrust into the top flight 
of ECA cricket for the first time, the boys performed admirably but in the cold light of day, fell a game 
short of tasting finals cricket for the first time in 2 seasons. Taking a lead from the IPL’s Chennai Super 
Kings, coaches Martin and Gallagher took a squad mentality into the season, where player rotation was 
required to ensure the full squad of 15 players were given enough games to maintain their form while also 
balancing the need for wins in what was a very even competition.  
 
The team started the season with a terrific win of Box Hill and also came home with a wet sail, but some 
close losses in between and a heartbreaking defeat in the final H&A fixture, meant we just missed the 
finals in a season that was again interrupted by the local Governments response to the spicy cough.  
 
The improvement, support and teamwork that the boys showed throughout the season was the absolute 
highlight. We started the season very much as the underdogs in the competition, but the growth,  
understanding and respect for the game that the boys developed across the course of the year will hold 
them in great stead as they go forward with their cricket.  
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After a breakout 2020/21 Ben Hedley went from strength to strength this season. His clean, power hitting 
was the talk of the competition by early February and he almost singlehandedly kept us in games in the 
early stages of the season with the highlight being an unbeaten half century against Box Hill.   
 
Bernie Bond was again a dual threat for STC during the season. A winter season spent in the weights 
room, saw Bond noticeably improve the speed of his bowling this year and his crisp, technically efficient 
batting was again of most value at the top of the order.   
 
Anthony Alati had an outstanding season. A brave and consistent batsman, Alati’s versatility became a 
real weapon that the STC team could use when either batting first or chasing. His incredibly accurate 
bowling was also a great strength and saw his ascend to the upper echelon of competition all-rounders.  
 
As far as pure cricketers go, you don’t have too look much further than Hamish Walker. The left handed 
batsman had some bad luck at times with the willow this year, but when he wasn’t contributing on that 
front, he more than made up for it with his excellent out-swing pace bowling and sharp efforts in the field.  
The teams bowling trophy winner Caleb Martin had another strong season in the red cap. A shrewd 
cricketing mind, he had a huge influence on this young team with a great all round performance across 
the course of the year with both bat and ball, and led the team admirably a number of times.  
 
Blake Reid was one player that looked ready to have a huge finals series. After switching bat sponsors 
due to a commercial disagreement early in the season, he really found his rhythm post-Christmas and 
could be relied upon for a run a ball innings whatever the situation of the game. He also looked to have 
picked up a yard of pace with his bowling during the year and was again elected leader of the social 
committee, a role he shows a particular enthusiasm for.  
 
Roy Lethlean again had a very strong all-round season. His cover driving was talked about across the 
region, with local cricket purists known to visit STC games just to get a glimpse of him in full flight. Of 
equal importance was  his right arm medium pace which saw him nab some  vital wickets in the teams 
unsuccessful late season charge to the finals.  
 
Charlie Campagna picked up where he left off last season and his rate of improvement has been 
astonishing. Impacted more than most by the COVID interruptions, when Campagna did play, ultimately 
the STC boys would win. His bowling spell of 3/9 against Richmond late in the season was a catalyst to 
get us within striking distance of a win.  
 
Jack Slattery had another very good season for the boys from Gardiner Parade. When in full flight, his left 
arm pace bowling has been likened to a blonde Brendan Julian and he also possesses the ability to score 
quickly when at the crease, with his power hitting over mid wicket.  
 
Lachlan Farrant continued his rapid rise in the CA with a terrific year. His unnervingly accurate leg spin 
bowling saw him claim multiple wickets during the season, and was especially valuable on the wet track 
against Clifton Hill. Lachie also developed some power hitting during the season, which was critical in a 
team where players needed to make the most of their short time at the crease.  
 
In a year where the world lost the greatest over wrist spinner, STC excitement machine Samson Story 
continued his rapid rise up word leg spin rankings with another great season at Nettleton. His fast, 
accurate leg-spinners were a constant source of wickets for STC and never allowed opposition batting 
line ups to get settled. After a quiet start to the season with the willow, he exploded with a score of 17 off 
20 balls in the late season win against Trinity Willison.  
 
Jack Gallagher put together another fine season in the red cap. His extraordinary record of direct hit 
runouts continued early in the season, where he became known as ‘the panther’ in ECA circles for his 
ability to stalk the circle and pounce on any opportunity that presented. Jack also contributed a very 
strong season with both bat and ball, and should be proud of the way he has represented the club in the 
2021/22 season.  
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Max Walker enthusiast Sam Urquhart’s season was about to peak just as the team’s run was cruelly cut 
short before the finals. With 6 wickets in the final 4 games of the season, Urquhart had found his rhythm 
and was becoming a genuine threat for coaches Martin and Gallagher to use. His final two balls for the 
season were wickets, so we anticipate a full house at Nettleton for round 1 next year as he chases a 
historic hat-trick  6 months in the making.  
 
The General, Henry Ralph, was a constant source of inspiration for his more volatile teammates during 
the season. Ultra consistent, supportive and a cool-head in tense situations, Ralph has become an 
understated leader in the past two seasons. A challenging season with the bat, only inspired him to 
greater feats with the ball in his hand, in particular his momentum changing 2/6 against Richmond late in 
the season. Ralph’s consistency of effort and unconditional support for his teammates saw him rewarded 
with the highly regarded Coleman Award at seasons end. 
 
Talented all-round sportsman, Michael ‘Ziggy’ Alberts had an interrupted season, but when he was 
available for the team his influence was as strong as always. His accurate medium fast bowling, 
choreographed post wicket celebrations and late order hitting provided an important ‘x-factor’ for the team 
at many stages throughout this year’s campaign.  
 
In what could’ve been a challenging season where we had to balance the desire to give all the boys a 
game each weekend, which often meant that they only had 12-13 balls to face and two overs each to 
bowl, they never once complained and they took as much joy from their teammates successes as their 
own. It also wouldn’t have been possible without the organisation and commitment of Kirsten Walker as 
team manager and the wonderful support of all the parents throughout the year.  
 
Coaches – James and Pete 
 
 

U14A Red 
The U14A’s season showed why there is no substitute for team camaraderie and team spirit. The majority 
of the team this year made the step up from 14Cs to 14As, and some even from U12s! At the start of the 
season the coaching staff was worried that the boys would not be up to the standard of cricket that 14As 
requires, as we were focusing on team improvement, and making sure that all boys got a fair go, not 
nessacarily putting winning at the centre of attention, as is the STC Junior philosophy. But little did we 
know that focusing on these things brought the best out of all the players and the team overall.  STC did 
not lose a game for the first six rounds of the season, and finished third on the ladder, including making 
the grand final, in what was a hard fought competition.  
 
There is no doubt that one of the highlights of the season was the batting innings against Balwyn in round 
6. After a sub-par bowling innings, STC were set 187 in 21 overs. Knowing that our season was 
potentially on the line in this match I have never been so nervous watching a match of cricket, but I didn’t 
need to be.  
 
Walter Adams got the innings off to a great start, retiring with a cool but thrilling 38 off 32 balls. Despite 
losing a few wickets, all batsmen got a start and looked settled at the crease until they went out. After 
losing two wickets in two balls, and being 3/83 off 11, we were staring down the barrel of a classic STC 
collapse, until, on his third ball, Archie Fogarty hit a six into the playground. The next three batsmen after 
the third wicket absolutely tore the game to shreds, with a 42 off 20 from Archie, 42* off 24 from Ollie 
Schleiger (unfortunately his last game for the season), and Elliot Broad 33* off 16 (who often seemed to 
step up in the big moments, either with bat or ball). 
STC chased down the runs, and more, making 207 off the 21 overs. One of the best run chases one 
could hope to see at this level of cricket. 
 
STC’s best bowling innings came in our semi-final. Going up against a team we had never played before, 
North Alphington, we only knew that batting was where they won their matches, with 4 of their batters 
averaging over 30, before that match. The opening bowling pair of Charlie De Crespigny and Jamie 
Polson worked wonders as neither batsman could manage to score. Jamie took the first wicket, which 
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brought their big hitter, who had scored two 70*s to the crease. Very quickly both Hamish Walker and 
Paddy Macmillan were able to tie him down and get him out with the best partnership bowling seen all 
year. That bowling spell ended up netting 2/8 off 8 overs. Astonishing! The brilliant bowling continued, as 
did the wickets. Consistent wickets meant that STC always put the pressure on the batsmen, eventually 
bowling North Alphington out for 109 off 40 overs. Thanks to an outstanding 45 from Walter Adams, the 
runs were comfortably chased down.  
 
I don’t want to single anyone particular out, as has already been done at the presentation night, but as 
each boy contributed so much to our overall success, their individual best innings/bowling figures should 
be mentioned: 

• Charlie De Crespigny 1/1 (3) vs Burwood 
• Jamie Polson 2/6 (5) v North Alphington 
• Archie Fogarty 42 v Balwyn 
• Hamish Walker 1/6 (2) including 1 U14/16 MVP Vote v Surrey Hills 
• Lachie Curtain 2/3 (3) v Burwood 
• Tyler Murray 6 wickets @13.33 
• Jordan Katiforis 34* v Surrey Hills 
• Lachie Walker 47* v Surrey Hills 
• Elliot Broad 33* v Balwyn 
• Ollie Schleiger 42* v Balwyn 
• Paddy Macmillan 3/10 (7) v North Alphington 
• Lachie Walker 47* v Surrey Hills 

 
This season showed that our approach to ensuring that we built depth across the whole team by giving 
everyone fair opportunities paid handsome dividends.  Not only did we compete extremely well and 
experience a lot of success, but it was apparent that the boys really grew together over the season.  
Pleasingly too, they learned to lead themselves on the field which was fantastic to see. As a coach, aside 
from the success we enjoyed, I can say that this season was by far the most fun and exciting I’ve been 
involved in for a long time.  
 
Thanks to all parents that helped out throughout the year with scoring, carpools, square-leg umpiring etc. 
A special thanks also to Andy Polson (team manager) and Cam Walker (assistant coach). They did so 
much work behind the scenes and it made the season so much easier for all, so a massive thank you.  
I’ll see you all next season.  
 
Coach - Hamish Macmillan 
 
 

U16B Blue 
Game 1 
The boys started this season with a big jump from 14B straight to 16B, and we found out about in round 
1. With a bit of a rocky start to the season with covid there wasn’t the best preparation. Some of the boys 
coming out without a training session under their belts.  They went down to Kew 6-133 to 82 all out. 
Couple of highlights from this game; Lucas Huggins top score 36, Evan McMahen 2-2 off 2 Eddie Hall 2-
11 off 2 
 
Game 2 
After the shock of the first round the boys showed up to play, Evan winning the toss and batting. They 
started well at the top with both Gus G and Evan M retiring with 38 and 30, and handy contribution from 
Lucas H (31) give them a very defendable total 3-158. The boys bowled really well, Eddie G leading from 
the front with 2-13 (4), helped by Ted H, Pat H, Saveen S, and Louis J all taking 1. With this the boys held 
them to 126 and took home their first win for the season. 
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Game 3  
After the win from last week, the boys came in with a bit of confidence, but were well aware that they had 
a lot of work to do. They were up against Burwood arguable the best side they would play all year. The 
day was start with STC losing the toss and sent out to field. The boys bowled quite well and just missed a 
few opportunities in the field. Best Bowling came from Pat H 1-19 (2) and Saveen S was the only other 
bowler to take a wicket. Burwood finished up on 2-159. Seeing it was very to last weeks total that the 
boys set, I was quietly confident that they could do it. Unfortunately, it just wasn’t our day with the bat, 
Louis J being the only one to hit double digits with 12. The boys fell short with 6-52. 
 
Game 4  
The boys played Boroondara at home, they lost the toss and were sent out to field. They bowl well, only a 
few over went for many runs which is a great result at Nettleton. The bowling attack was led by Evan M 1-
7 (2) and Gus G 1-16(2), and Boroondara finished up on 2-172. I knew 172 was a big total to chase but 
have confidence. Saveen and Evan opened, and we got off to a quick start. Saveen 28(27) and Evan 
50(41) bringing up his first 50 for the season. Then Lucas came in and put a bit of a cameo together with 
Eddie, Lucas was later out in 14 over for 24(20) and the score was 3-111, at this stage they needed 62 
runs off the 39 balls. This brought Gus G to the crease, and he stole the show smashing 43 (19) with 3 
sixes and 5 fours finishing the game with 3 balls to spare. This had to be the best run chase I have ever 
seen in junior cricket. With that win STC went into Christmas 2-2 with 2 nil results, which gave a great 
sniff at finals. 
 
Game 5 
The boys played Boroondara again, and I came in quietly confident in taking home a win. We played 
them away this time and won the toss and choose to bat. The innings was once again off to a flier with 
Evan notching up his second 50 for the season off only 35 balls. We ended up on 7-108 with other 
contributions from Gus G 26(27) and Harly 11(16). With a low total, the boys would have to bowl 
extremely well, unfortunately this wasn’t the case on the today Boroondara chased down the total none 
down. 
 
Game 6 
Up against Burwood again the boys knew they would have to bring their A game to get a win. Once again 
STC won the toss and batted. The batting innings was highlighted with Lucas’s 50(82) who stablised the 
innings made sure, there was a decent total to defend after losing 2 early wickets. Other contributions 
from Gus G 21(18) Saveen 10(2) brought the total to 5-103. I set the boys out with really basic instruction 
on how they were going to win, and this was to bowl full and outside off. They followed to a T for the first 
11 over and held Burwood to 1/36. After this however, the boys loosen up and let a no-balls through and 
let Burwood in at the end. But I could see things starting to really click for the team. 
 
Game 7  
This week they were off to Kew, we lost the toss and were sent into bat. As was starting to become a 
trend we had a collapse early in the innings. Lucas and Eddie put a partnership together in the middle 
scoring 26 and 36. The boys finished up with 91 probably about 30 short.  They were sent out with the 
same instructions as last week, and they 5/76 after 16 overs and felt like we were in for a chance with 
couple more wickets. Unfortunately, we were just short on runs this day, bowled well all-round with Ted, 
Saveen, Louis, Eddie, and Evan all taking a wicket. 
 
Game 8  
STC played Clifton Hill at home, Clifton hill won the toss and sent us in. STC was in for a special day and 
it was obvious from the start Evan bringing up his 3rd 50 off 35 balls, Lucas bringing up his second 50 
and Louis bring up 44. This gave the boys a total 2/179 very defendable.  In the bowling innings 
something very special happened, first Pat H took 2 wickets in 2 balls to be on a hattrick unfortunately 
didn’t come through however was a double wicket maiden. Pat finished with figures of 2-1(2). However, 
the boys had another opportunity at a hattrick with Luca. Luca took a wicket in the last ball of his first 
over, then first ball of his second, putting him on a hattrick. Not only did he take this hattrick but he went 
on to take a double hattrick and another wicket in the same over. (W,W,W,W,dot,W) He finished with 5-24 
(3). With these performance the boys cruised home to a 69 run win. Coming into the final round the boys 
needed a result to go their way and to have draw or a win to make finals. 
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Game 9  
The boys lined up against Trinity Wilson, they won the toss and elected to bat we bowled quite well them 
finishing on 9-130. Bowling figures Saveen 2-5(4), Harly 2-29(3), Louis 3-9(4), special mention to Pat in 
this game even though he didn’t have the best bowling figures he bowled amazing had 2 dropped catches 
in his first over and finished with 0-15(4). We came into bat with a bit of confidence and started off steady, 
however were losing wickets until Pat and Elliot came together for a lengthy partnership. Unfortunately, 
the game had to be call for light with only 3 runs to chase, however with this result the boys snuck into 4th 
and finals again. 
 
Semi Final. Vs Burwood  
Burwood won the toss and batted, the boys went out with a simple plan and to execute it well. At times 
this plan was executed perfectly but it just was for long enough. We let Burwood post a decent total of 6-
138. Saveen was pick of the bowlers putting on a clinic bowling 3-9(4). STC went out to bat and were 
looking great with Evan and Lucas set and going well until there was a mix up and Evan was run out 
29(28). From here the boys just didn’t kick along with it and we sadly finished up 42 runs short.  
 
However, it was a fantastic season no matter the result, all the boys developed over the year. I would like 
to take the chance to thank all he parents not only for all the help they have given me throughout the 
season but the opportunity to be able to coach their boys.  
 
 
It was a fun season and hope to see you all next year.  
 
Coach - Jack Donaldson 
 
 

U16B REDs 
This season was sure to be a big step up for the boys going from dominating the U14bs to moving up to 
the 16b level. The team has been very successful in recent seasons with a premiership and 2 GF 
appearances and become unfamiliar with defeat.  Things changed in the first game however with a large 
defeat by a much older Kew team and it became clear that this would be a different year and an 
opportunity to improve our game against strong opponents.   
 
Interestingly, despite this one sided first game, the season then turned out to be one of the closest on 
record. We had 4 games decided in the last over and 2 games that came down to the last ball.  One of 
these last ball matches was won and the other was lost.  Possibly the highlight was against Richmond 
(the ultimate premiers) who scored a massive 165 but we never gave up and put on a super chase to fall 
just short on 163 in a nail biter.   
 
The fact we missed 3 games due to COVID and rain all against teams lower than us on the table did not 
help our finals chances, and in the end that probably cost us a chance to play finals.  Despite this we 
showed that even though we were the youngest team in the competition we more than held our own in 
most of our games.  
 
Given all games were reduced to 21 overs, the team agreed on a policy of making sure everyone had a 
batting opportunity every second match, rather than batting every week for a much shorter innings.  This 
enabled some great personal bests across the whole team.  Some of these highest season scores 
included: 
 
George Dwyer (50), Hamish (42), Ben Swift (33), Hugo a 13no and 15no (in tough conditions), Lucas 
(28), Henry (24), Jacob (22).  In addition Josh (36), Jack (48), Lachy (55) and George Adams (51) were 
super consistent each scoring in aggregate over 100 for the season and lead the charge.  Bowling was 
equally spread across the season with some great performances and individually Jack, Hamish and 
Lachy lead the wicket tally.   
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Individual awards went to George Adams for batting (162 runs at 54), Hamish O’Brien for bowling (5 
wickets at 7.6) and Jack Urquhart the all-rounder award (133 runs and 8 wickets). 
 
Thanks to Nick Johnston who again did a super job in managing the team right through the year and for 
all the additional parental support during the season.  
 
We bid farewell to Henry Docherty and Lachy Hodgson who played their last junior game for the club and 
will now be permanently welcomed into the seniors ranks.  Other than for these two boys we are looking 
forward to seeing everyone back for another season of U16s next year! 
 
Coaches - Paul Urquhart / Pete Martin 
 
 

Under 10 Red Award winners 

Batting Tom Zanoni 

Bowling Gus Lethlean 

Coaches Award Raphael Speekman 

Participation Awards • Revin A Dias 
• Jack Cowan 
• Joshua Bourke 
• Simon Mansour 
• Thomas Davey 
• Patrick Ogilvy 
• Edward 

O'Callaghan 
• Charlie 

O’Callaghan 

 
 

Under 10 White Award winners 

Batting Noah Perera 

Bowling Noah Leslie 

Coaches Award Syon Stewart 

Participation Awards • Sebastian 
Speekman 

• Luke McGrath 

• Sam Knihnicki 

• Alfie Simons 

• Eddy Curtain 
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Under 10 Blue Award winners 

Batting Jack Milhuisen 

Bowling Fletcher Bye 

Coaches Award Jake Reed 

Participation Awards • Thomas Wilmot 

• Max Alati 

• Oscar Barrett 

• Guilherme 
Tavares 

• Sebastian 
Distefano 

• Harry Pearce 

• William 
Frangoulis 

 

Spirit Award winner 

U10 spirit award  Paddy Ogilvy 

 

Girls Squad 

Participation Awards • Amelie O'Connell 
• Thea Styring 
• Eleanor Aldcroft 
• Emily Sharpe 
• Amelia Walker 
• Christa McMullin 
• Imogen O'Connell 
• Rosie Hall 
• Zoe Knott 
• Piper Fennessy 
• Annabella Berne 
• Chiara McMullin 
• Lucy Teixeira, 
• Asha Nieroshan 
• Riley Tardif 
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Under 12A Blue Award winners  

Batting Jack Gallagher 

Bowling Caleb Martin 

Coaches Award Ben Hedley 

 

 

Under 12B Red Award winners  

Batting Samuel Judd 

Bowling Harvey McCandlish 

Coaches Award Henry de Crespigny 

 

Under 12 Most Improved & Coleman Award winners  

U12 Most improved Tom de Crespigny 

U12 Coleman  Henry Ralph  

 

Under 14A Red Award winners  

Batting Jordan Katiforis  

Bowling Archie Fogarty 

Coaches Award Tyler Murray 

 

JA Cain under 14 most improved 

U14 Most improved   Lachie Walker 
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Under 16B Red Award winners  

Batting George Adams 

Bowling Hamish O’Brien 

All rounder Jack Urquhart 

 

Under 16B Blue Award winners - finals to come 

Batting Lucas Huggins 

Bowling Saveen Senviratne  

All rounder  Evan McMahen 

 
JA Cain under 16 most improved & Club Champion 

U16 Most improved Patrick Hedley 

Junior club champ   Dual winners 
Evan McMahen & 
Jordan Katiforis 

 

Junior Club Person  

2021 / 22 Hamish Macmillan 

 

Recognition of Outstanding Achievements  

5 wicket innings Luca Dal Pozzo  
25/2 round 11 v Clifton Hill 
Double hat trick 
5/24 off 3 overs 

hat trick Edward Slattery 
11/12 round 5 v Koonung Heights 
3/0 off 1 over 
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STC Pennants will be presented to recognise 
outstanding contributions in Junior Cricket at 
STC South Camberwell Cricket Club. 

 

At the conclusion of the junior careers, awards 
will be made for players who, at the junior level, 

• play 50 or more matches for STC 

• take 50 or more wickets for STC 

• make 1000 or more runs for STC 

2021 / 2022 

 

Henry Docherty 

• 75 junior matches 

• 350 runs  

• 20 wickets 
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Statistics 
All Player Performances 2021/22 
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All Player Performances (Career Aggregate) 
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Player Milestones 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 


